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When Experts Are Blind 
  

Sometimes the more we know, the harder it is to see the obvious.  
  
We might call this phenomenon “When Experts Are Blind.”  There was a funny little book written quite 
awhile ago, called “The Experts Speak,” whose authors painstakingly dredged up thousands of quotes 
from authoritative people, making predictions within their fields of expertise.  To qualify for the book, the 
predictions couldn’t just be wrong—they had to be spectacularly, unbelievably wrong.  Of course, the 
investment world offered its share, but the amazing thing was that “the experts were blind” in every single 
field of human affairs, from raising chickens to starting world wars.  
  
In our world, we’ve had our noses rubbed in this “expert blindness” very thoroughly, this year.  The 
“science” behind the Virus jumps to mind, of course; but let’s pass over that in favor of America’s (and 
most of the world’s) comeback from the Lockdowns.  It’s safe to say that most experts were blind indeed, 
a few months ago, to the ability of the U.S. economy to claw its way out of Lockdown Death Valley faster 
than anyone thought possible . . . including Outlook Capital Management.  The latest sign of that came 
just today:  the August ISM Manufacturing Index. 
  

 
  

Economist Brian Wesbury, as usual, put this into perspective, noting that the “New Orders” component 
of the overall manufacturing survey (green circle) hit its highest level since 2004.  The “lockdown 
economic crisis” was something completely abnormal, something right out of the range of the experts’ 
experience.  And the “lockdown recovery” has itself, so far, been something abnormal, but in a good 



way.  Even though we understood the power of the engines driving Main Street (and the market) forward 
in the long run— free markets, competition, invention and above all, determined people who are 
accountable for results—we were blind to just what those engines would be able to do in response to this 
“Calamity of 2020.”  
  
Why?  Why are we “experts” blind, and—more important—is there anything which lies ahead which is 
pretty obvious, but we know so much that we can’t see it? 
  
At Outlook we’ve touched on 2 such things very recently:  
  

1. Rising Inflation. 
2. Crashing Celebrity Tech Stocks. 

  
The risk in both those items is stunningly obvious.  
  

1. All the ingredients for rising inflation—powerfully rising inflation, quite possibly—are in place as 
we speak.  The money supply is off the charts; the production of goods and services (though 
recovering remarkably) is nowhere close to keeping up with the supply of money; and all that’s 
missing is “velocity”, meaning the faster circulation of money via lending and spending.  (MV = 
PQ.  Roughly, the money supply times its speed of circulation = the price level (inflation) times the 
“physical volume” of production.  It does still make our eyes glaze, doesn’t it, but it’s enough to 
know that MV = PQ is not some theory, but simply a statement of logic about the relationship 
between money supply and inflation.  Economists don’t argue about the truth of MV = PQ.  They 
argue about how each of the 4 components might behave in the future.) 

  
The Federal Reserve has just said, basically, that “velocity” will stay stuck in the same bog it’s lived 
in since 2009:  much lower than normal.  Hence no worries about inflation.  But the “M” part of 
the equation is galactically bigger than the last decade, thanks to 2020’s money-printing 
explosion.  So the “V” part (speed of circulation) will have to go a lot lower than it’s been since 
2009, if we are to have no inflation.   
  
That seems “stunningly obvious” here at Outlook.  Why not to the great crowd of experts at the 
Fed?  Let’s store that question for a moment. 
  

2. 10 Tech stocks are worth almost 40% of the S&P 500—worth almost as much as the other 490 big 
companies, combined.  Most of them have rocketed even farther into the stratosphere of 
valuation, this year, while their actual sales and earnings have risen more like ducks off a lake, 
down there.  Most of those 10 stocks are doing very nice and interesting things, as operating 
companies . . . but it’s “stunningly obvious” that they are priced for perfection.  “Priced for 
perfection” means “grab our wallets and run.”  

  
Why is that not obvious to Wall Street’s giant crowd of experts, and to the whole market? 
  

Here’s Outlook’s answer.  It is human nature to disbelieve in drastic change—to doubt the arrival of “really 
bad” consequences, no matter how obvious, until they show up and clout us over the head with two-by-
fours, so to speak.  It’s just as much human nature to disbelieve in drastically-changing “good” 
consequences.  Great big changes just don’t seem “real” until they’re standing in front of us.  
  



So to the Fed, the unusually-low “velocity” we’ve had since 2009, growing out of people’s great caution 
following that Calamity, looks like a “given,” like something almost permanent.  And to the market, the 
stratospheric valuations of a handful of giant companies have been defying gravity so long that it’s hard 
to imagine gravity having the same strength anymore.  (Tesla is as perfect an example as any in history, 
as its decade of valuations has risen from “breathtaking” to “mind-boggling” to “speechless” with such 
consistency and determination that common sense threw in the towel long ago, for most speculators and 
observers.)  
  
But in the investment world, like every other world, common sense never throws in the towel.  It only 
stands in the corner for a while, sometimes keeping quiet for so long that the world’s experts are strongly 
tempted to think it’s gone for good.  It will step out and make itself heard, on inflation and celebrity tech 
stocks—within the next year or two, is Outlook’s guess.  Inflation will be a tailwind for most of our core 
companies; and although Microsoft is tainted with celebrity leanings, we don’t own anything up in that 
stratosphere.  When the obvious finally arrives and the experts wrench their gaze from the stars, they’ll 
wonder why they missed the obvious bargains at ground level. 
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The remarks above aren’t a general recommendation to buy or sell particular securities.  Such decisions should 
only be made in the context of an investor’s own circumstances.  Stocks and bonds carry the risk of loss.  
 


